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CECIL PARKINSON (TORY PARTY CHAIR=)

Transcrint from EEC Radio 4 The World This Weekend. 9 113_77 1982.

PR7SENTER: GOP:30N CLOUGH. Well the inner Cabinet is to


meet again at 2.30 this afternoon; it will meet, "presumably, with=

the Foreign Secretary, Mr Francis Pym, who is in Belgium trying to

persuade our seemingly slightly reluctant EEC partners to renew

their economic sanctions against Argentina. Mr Knott will be there,

Mr Whitelaw and Mr Cecil Parkinson, the Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster and the Chairman of the Conservative Party. Mr Parkinson

had hoped, this morning, to be running in the London Marathon,

instead, he came into our studio where I asked him, first, if the

inner Cabinet had any real hopes that the UN negotiations we've .11.9,7

been hearing about from Sir Anthony, could lead to a successful ar-1

peaceful outcome.

PARKINSON: We are going into the talks very, very seriously indeed.

Nobody can doubt the Government's determination to try to find a

peaceful settlement and nobody should doubt that it is the Argentiria-

who've consistently blocked progress. There was an offe-^ to them

on Thursday which would have resulted in a cease fire on Friday,

had they accepted it, which contained almost all the elements of the

UN offer. So we're going into these talks very seriously but

against the background that t people we're trying to negotiate

with for the last 5 weeks, have blocked diplomatic initiatives

wherever they came from.

CLOUGH: But what about the British Government's attitude to the UN

‘ offer? Are you taking that hook, line and sinker?

PAPKINSC7: Wo have said - Francis P77 hPs mndr> it auite clear -

we back the UN initiative and that we wish to talk wi In the Secre7ar7;

General and sn make his ideas - we see in those ideas the f-r-amewo-,.k

a nec, tiable settlement - and that's what we're working with him
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dfl - j7%st as we worked with the Americans and th_ Peruvians

very gosc] = -t-,1.1 to try to find an answer.

CLOT_IiiH:Well l'ir Haig - if he, indeed, is that senior official

; has ',c,enQuoted so extensively today, and there seems to be ve=

litt7e doubt that he is - appears to think that the road of rego-,ia-

tion i3 vil-tually at its end; that he fears there is going to be

tri-ible fighting. -Now, although today's reports of an invasion

ane rot true, doesn't there come a time when negotiation cannot go

on any longer - we can't keep the task force bobbing around waitin,7

PARKINSON: The plain fact is that it suits the Argentinians to

string negotiations along and if they could get a cease fire withc,3t

withdrawl that would be perfect for them. Their troops auld

consolidate their position, they know that their reserves are only

400 miles away so it suite them to string negotiati-)ns along and

is, of course, impossible for us. So there is a time limit but I

don't believe we've reached it yet. No exact moment has been fixed

but there is a moment and we are approaching it. But time is runniin:-

out and the Argentinians hadbbtter undestand that, at the moment-,

there is the prospect of an honourable, negotiable settlement.

If they don't take it, then they will have to face the conseauences

and we are very serious - and we have been all along - that the

military option is the final option. Not the one we prefer but if
in

is the one we have to take, we. will take it.

CLOUGH: In a poll that's been published today by commercial televi-

sion, there appears to be auite remarkable overwhelming support for

the Government's policy of negotiation backed by forceand also a

feeling that lives should be sacrificed if need be. If it came to

the point, do you think that the c7antry is n-repred to see a lo-

people killed - both Br-itish and Argentine?

PARI:17S0N: I think the country realises that, all along, the

2-
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Government has told them the absolute truth and I believe that ;

Gove-r-nment is reflecting the attitude of the country. The ole

country wants the negotiated settlement that the Government wants

but, equally, the country is telling the Government that, i= there

is a price to be paid, the country will pay that price. We don't

want war; we don't want to see lives lost; that's the very last

thing that any of us want. But, equally, we are determined that the

Argentinians will not be allowed to take British territory by force

and keep it against the wishes of the British people and the British

people on those islands.

CLOUGH: Well let us say, 11± Parkinson, that, un due course, there

may have to be an attack - an invasion or reinvasion of the Falkland

Islands - people may get killed, the Argentines may get driven off.

When that's happened and Britain has regained administration over

the islands, can we preserve it?

PARKINSON: I believe we will. I.don't think the public would

understand if we paid the price for retaking those islands and t'-en

handed them over and that is not an.ontion in my view: certainly

not handing them over tocthe Argentinians.

CLOUGH: Well what about the UN trusteeship option, then, tIA's

come to the front this last week?

PARKINSON:Francis Pym has made it quite clear that the Government

would be prepared to consider that as a very serious option indeed.

CLOUGH: What he didn't make very clear, in answering reporters'

questions the other day, was where the islanders themselves stood.

When he was pnssed on whether their views would be paramount, he

tended to fudge and hedge a bit and I think the Falkland Islan ers

themselves feel this. John Cheke has been saying today that he

hopes that their wishes will be paramount and he believes there's

been fudging. He says if the Government's thinking is chan:gi-nE:,

3
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then would t':-.:e Government please stand Up and say what it actual ,

means about the islanders wishes?

PARKT7F07: No, the Government's thinking isn't changing.

CLOUGH: So the islanders' wishes remain par.amount?

PARKINSON: The islanders' wishes, built into the Peruvian agreement.

was a clause which covered that point.

CLOUGH: Now then,if the islanders' - after the islands have been

retaken - the islanders are polled, a referendum is held or whatever

means it might be. If they then say, yes, we want to return to the

status quoante; we want to remain a British Dependency; we want to

have no truck with any UN trusteeship arrangements; we want to have

no truck with condominium; no truch with lease-back: how does the

Government then set about defending these 8,000 miles away islands?

PARKINSON: What the Government has said - and I'm not going to pre-

judge now, the outcome ofthe negotiations which iFwpat you're tryin7

to tempt me to do - what we have .said all along 	

CLOUGH: Not at all, I'm sorry 	

PARKINSON: No,. let me just make the Government's position clear.

The Government's position is that we must get the Argentinians off

the islands, they must withdraw. Arrangements must be made to keep

the Argentinians off the islands. The wishes and the interests of

the islanders must be Very firmly taken into account: they must be

satisfied with the outentualThutcome of any negotiati ns. Bu,,

within those perameters, we are prepared to negotiate and I think

it would be quite wrong of me to say any more. If you read .17-.,,e

agreement with the Peruvians, if you read clause 5, that sets out

the Government's position very clearly iddeed.

CLOUGH: ForgiVe,me, but you have actually, ve7 carefully, avoided

using the word paramount - the word that was used repeatedly at the

beginning of this dispute - it was said repeatedly ins de and otsid

4
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the Fouses of Parliament that the islanders' wishPs would he

Now are they still p:oing to be paramount?

FAPT':INS(17:I would say that the wishes of the islanders will be

of overwhelming importance to us when we come to discuss the

longterm future of the Falklands but at the moment, what we're talki7

about is retaking British territory, removing Argentinian troops

from that territory, keeping them off that territory, and then

sitting down with the United Nati ns — this is precisely why we're

there and precisely why I don't want to pre—judge the

negotiations — sitting down with the United Nations and working at

a formular which will give those islands peace and security in the

future. May I just make one final point because I think this (::s

a very important one. We, as a country, have a record second to

none of bringing countries to independence. This idea that we are

a power trying to hang on to a colony, that we have thiEgreat urge

to have colonies all over the world, simply belies our recofd.

What we are not prepared to do is to bring a colony to

independence and then see it handed over to someone else who wishes

to turn it into a colony of their own. We have no wish to see -t.'2-.e

Falklands as a colony of Argentina.
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INVADING THE FALKLANDS.
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BRIAN WALDEN

Hello and good morning. All the indications are that a

British invasion of the Falkland Islands may well be

imminent. Indeed there've been reports this morning from

Argentina that it may already have begun. Our Ministry of

Defence has denied the reports, but clearly the ralklands

crisis is coming to a neao. At the United Nations in New

York today last-ditch d!q)lomatic efforts are still continuing

to try to find a_peaceful solution to the dispute between

Britain and Argentina. Few people.however, now believe

that these efforts will succeed, and if they fail and if

the British government still wants to'get the Argentinians

off the Falklands, then it would appear to have little choice

but to order that the islands be re-captured by force.

In those circumstances, all-out bloody conflict seems inevi-

table. So will the government launch a re-invasion of the

islands?' Well, to help answer this question this morning,

we'll be assessing whether the Argentinian government will

back down, with the first full British television interview

with the Argentinian Minister of Defence, Senor Amadeo

Frugoli. We'll also be reporting on the findings of a Weekend

World survey of British public opinion which bears a powerful

message for our own government. And most important, John

Nott, Britain's Secretary of State for Defence, l'who's with

us in the studio,will be answering our questions. First

though, let's hear the latest news headlines from rrNand
Sandy Gall (ITN NEWS) If there is all-out conflict in


the South Atlantic, it won't be because Britain has been

inflexible. Of course, the British government still wants

the Argentinians off the Falklands. But since the Falklands

peace drive started nearly five weeks ago, the position of

Mrs. Thatcher and her Ministers on what should happen after a

withdrawal has undergone a major shift. Once the government

insisted on the return of the Falklands to British admini-

stration. Now it's agreed that they should be administered by

a small group of unidentified countries whilst negotiations
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BRIAN WALDEN CONTD

to settle the islands' long-term status continue. Once, .

the government demanded that in any settlement the views

of the Falklands Islanders should be paramount. Now it no

longer talks in such terms. But on one printiple it has so

far stood firm. The sovereignty of the Falkland Islands can

only be changed by negotiation, with the Falkland Islanders

still having a say. The question of sovereignty, the


government has insisted, can't be p;-e-judged.

PATRICK KEATLEY - DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENT "THE GUARDIAN"

British Ministers simply cannot accept recognition of

Argentine sovereignty over the islands as a precondition

for negotiations. They just won't have it. They want the

Islanders themselves, 1800 people)to have a say in theiE

own future, to vote on whatever formula emerges, and as

Mr. Pym has said,that would make nonsense of negotiations

if you in advance hand sovereignty to Argentina or admit

that they have it. It's something that's to be negotiated

about.

BRIAN WALDEN 


But for all Britain's insistence on this point, the Argentinian

government has always taken a very different view. The

military junta under President Leopoldo Galtieri has

asserted right from the start of the crisis that the

sovereignty of the Falklands)which it claims is Argentinian,

is non-negotiable. It's always held this view with great

firmness.

JOHN CARLIN - REPORTER "BUENOS AIRES HERALD"

During the whole of the Haig mediation and right up until

this moment Argentine Foreign Minister Costa Mendez has

insisted again and again that everything is negotiable

4,frent sovereizntv. In this he is articulatinz absolutely

1/2
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JOHN CARLIN CONTD...

the view of the Argentine military leadership. They would

be quite willing to withdraw troops from the Falkland

Islands. They would be quite willing to offer Britain

exploiting rights to the great mineral wealth there is


in and around the Falkland Islands. They would be prepared

to give the Falkland Islanders themselves. red carpet


treatment, but they will not back down on their demand of

sovereignty.

BRIAN WALDEN

Only if Argentinian sovereignty is  guaranteed,the military

regime has said, will they be willing to withdraw their

troops. It's this position which the Brr_tish government's

been trying to get Argentina to change since the start

of the crisis. Hitherto, in attempting to do this the

government's always stood firm by its policy of giving

priority to diplomacy, employing the threat of the use of

force only as a lever to help back its diplomatic efforts.

It was in.pursuit of this policy that the task force was

despatched, and was ordered to establish a blockade round

the Falklands.. And it seems to have been to further the

aims  of the policy that the blockade zone round the Falklands

was extended on Friday. Previously the zone covered an area

within 200 miles of the Falkland Islands, but on Friday it

was extended to within 12 miles of the Argentinian coast.

The government didn't say that any Argentinian warships or

military aircraft found within this zone would be attacked,

but it implied they would. Faced with this threat it might

have been hoped that the Argentinians would show some signs

of compromise in any diplomatic activity which followed. It's

the United Nations in New York which is now the only channel

left for such diplomatic negotiations. The United Nations

Secretary-General Senor Javier Perez de Cuellar is the man

at the centre of these negotiations. He's put forward a

six-point peace plan. This calls for an immediate ceasefire

as the first Then it proposes the withdrawal of
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BRIAN WALDEN CONTD...

Argentinian troops from the islands. At the same time the

British naval task force would pull back.T hat would be

followed by the start of direct negotiations between the

two governments on the long-term future of the islands.

The economic sanctions now being implemented against Argentina

by Britain and a number of dur allies would then be ended.

And meanwhile,for an interim period the United Nations would

administer the islands, possibly under a form of trusteeship.

Clearly, this is a very skeletal package which might accomodate

a multitude of different viewpoints. Jri the talks about the

plan, no particular difficulties appear to have cropped up

so far. But as soon as more detailed discussions take place.,

an obvious problem could arise. The Argentinian government

may well continue to insist that sovereignty is non-negotiable,

despite the threat implied by the extension of Britain's

blockade on Friday. Of courselthe British government might

then back its diplomacy with more threats. It might threaten

to invade the islands, or bomb the Argentinian mainland.

Indeed a number of reports in today's British newspapers

hint that such threats might have already been issued. Of

course, the Argentinians might compromise in the face of

such tareats, but if they were to remain inflexible it's

hard to see how a diplomatic splution could be arrived at.

The British government's present position simply wouldn!_t

allow it to accept the Argentinian demands without a major

climbdowm. Well, Weekend World has tried to find gut just

what the Argentinian reaction is likely to be. Yesterday,

in Buenos Aires,Weekend World researcher Cresta Norris

conducted the first full interview for Britishte levision

with the Argentinian Defence Minister, Senor Amadeo Frugoli.

She asked him first about the Argentian government's current

willingness to accept a ceasefire and the withdrawal of its

troops from the islands, which the Argentinians call the

Malvinas.
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CRESTA NORRIS 


How does the Argentine government react to a ceasefire

proposal?

AMADEO FRUGOLI - ARGENTINIAN DEFENCE MINISTER (Translation)

The Argentine government responded affirmatively to the U.N .

Secretary-General's proposal torinitiate friendly discussions

in order to try to find a peaceful solution to the dispute

existing with Great Britain. It was' pointed out that for

these negotiations to take place there would have to be a

ceasefire.

CRESTA NORRIS

Would you withdraw your troops immediately a ceasefire was

announced?

AMADEO FRUGOLI

The ceasefire means specifically that no military operation

should be carried out,but it does not imply a withdrawal

of the troops.

CRESTA NORRIS 


The British have always insisted during negotiations that

the Islanders should be able to choose for themselves whicft

ountry has sovereignty over them. How do you react to that?

AMADEO FRUGOLI

Argentina has never accepted the argument of self-determination

for the inhabitants of the Malvinas Islands because that

argument has no justification, since what is involved is a

population which was transported there by a colonial power,

in this case Great Britain, which took over the Malvinas

Islands by force in 1833.
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CRESTA NORRIS 


How much consultation would you allow the islanders?

AMADEO FRUGOLI 


I repeat that the arzulmartt of self-determination does not

apply in the case of the Malvinas because it is not a

population which has always been settled there. It was,I

repeat, taken there by the colonial power - Great Britain.—

when they took the Malvinas by force in 1833:

CRESTA NORRrS 


Turning now to the United Natinns peace proposal, the main

stumbling block from the British government's point of view

seems to be the insis*.nce so far of the Argentine governmert

that Argentine sovereignty over the islands be guaranteed

before any negotiations. Is there any chance under the circum-

stances that the Argentine government might change its

position on this?

AMADEO FRUGOLI 


It is quite clear that the acknowledgement of the unquestionI

able rights to sovereignty of the ;overnment and the people

of Argentina to the Malvinas Islands can in no way be dis

regarded by Great Britain. This is an essentiai point which

marks a limit in the negotiations.

CRESTA NORRIS 


Would you accept the .United Nations plan if it left the

question of sovereinghy of the islands to be decided when

the trustae-shlp was concluded?

AMADEO FRUGOLI 


This depends on the circumstances. What I want c.0 make


perfectly clear is that the Republic of Argentina will
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AMADEO FRUGOLI CONTD.

never relinquish its rights of severeignty to the Malvinas

Islands. That during the diplomatic negotiations we can

establish a particular sequence to deal with the problems

is a different matter,which will depend on how the diolo-

matic talks develop. But the principle of the recognition of

sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands is unchangeable.

But this does not mean that we do not take into account

the interests of the Malvinas inhabitants, and we are prepared

to acknowledge their rights to own property, to compensation

or other arrangements of an economic nature which may result

from the pogession of the islands by ,the Argentine government.

Moreover, the Argrentine governemnt has stressed on numerous

occasions that it does not intend to adopt any measures which

would involve an abrupt change in the life—style of the

Islanders. And those who wish to leave.the islands because

they do not feel happy have every opportunity to do so, and

this has applied from the very beginning:

CRESTA NORRIS 


Has the sinking of the General Belgrano and the loss of lives

made the government more or less flexibTle ?

AMADED FRUGOLI

The sinking of the cruiser General Beigrano by the British

suomarine Conqueror outside the exclusion zone


established by the govertment of Great Britain has meant

the loss of human lives. This painful event has only

strengthene(the Spirit of the Argentine people,who are now

more determined than ever to defend their legitimate rights

CRESTA NORRIS 


And any military action taken by Britain will not make

the government here more prepared to discuss the issue?
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AMADEO FRUGOLI

I repeat that the Republic of Argentina will never under

any circumstances relinquish its legid.mate rights of


sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands.
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CRESTA NORRIS:

If the British continue with an air and naval blockade around

the islands, would you breach it?

AMADEO FRUGOLI :

The Argentine government did not heed the blockade originally

established in the 200 mile area around the Malvinas. The

British government has now extended the blockade up to 12

miles from the coast of the Argentine mainland. This act

undoubtedly constitutes.a further aggression and a positive

threat to intensify and extend the sope of military operations)

and this happens at a time when Britain claims to be fully

prepared to start diplomatic negotiations. Really it is

impossible to understand how on the ofie hand they can state

their desire to seek a diplomatic settlement, while on the

other hand they extend the exclusion zone to the limits which

I have just stated.

CRESTA NORRIS:

If the British were to bomb people and places on the

Argentine mainland how would the Argentine government and

people react?

AMADEO FRUGOLI:

The reaction will be to respond to the attack with all our

operational capabilities.

CRESTA NORRIS:

What would be your response to an invasion of the islands

by Britain?

AMADEO

My response is the response which will undoubtedly be given

by the Argentine tortes deploved on the Malvinas Islands

who will use their full operational capabilities to defend

our legitimate rights.
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CRESTA NORRIS:

So do you think that the fizhting will get more intense or

that a settlement will be reached?

AMADEO FRUGOLI:

Argentina has from the very outset been ready to seek a

peaceful settlement to this disputeland in this she only

continues a long and honourable tradition of respect for

international relations and peaceful solutions of disputes

between countries. But she certainly cannot accept willy-

nilly4without defending herself from bhe aggression to which

Great Britain has subjected her for so many years. The

government-of Great Britain has not shown willingness to

negotiate and find a solution to the prOblem. For a hundred

and forty-nine years she has maintained- an illegitimate hold

over the islands despite the repeated and permanent claims

which have been made since then by all Argentine governments)

and for the past seventeen years we have negotiated within

the framework of the U.N. based on resolutions adopted by

the General Assembly, but no specific results have been

obtained.

BRIAN WALDEN:

The Argentinian government then, still seems most unwilling

to compromise. One might take some of what the Defence Minister

had to say with a pinch of salt. • Bluff and bluster might have

had a lot to do with it.But one thing Senor Frugoli made

crystal clear. Argentina is still not prepared to put aside

claim to the sovereignty of the Falklands. In these

c cumstances it's hard to see diplomacyat the United Nations,

or indeed anywhere else, delivering what the British govern-

ment's seeking. So What will Mrs. Thatcher and her Ministers

decide to do now? We'lt be back in a moment.

1/10
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BRIAN WALDEN:

Hello again. If diplomacy fails Mrs. Thatcher and her

Ministers could be left with very few choices. They could

hope to rely on the economic sanctions implemented by

our major allies in Western Europe and America. The

Argentinian economy is already very weak and it might be

hoped that sanctions could bring it to its knees. But

sanctions are notoriously slow-acting. And most experts

agree that there's little chance of them having a decisive

effect in Arge_tina for months. Alternatively,the government

could order the task force to sit out a prolonged blockade.

It might be hoped that such seige tacL.cs would eventually

drive the Argentinian forces on the Falklands to surrender.

But such a stretegy would bear great risks. Simply enforcing

the enlarged blockade zone for long would face the task tOrce

with considerable problems. The weather will worsen as

the southern winter approaches. The risk of accidents will

increase. The fitness and morale of the men aboard our ships

might begin to deteriorate. They could well continue to be

vulnerable to air strikes like the one which destroyed H.M.S.

Sheffield. The task force might so lose its potency that it

might cease to be a threat. Britain might never get the islands

back. Faced with that possibility, Mrs. Thatcher and her

Ministers would have only one course to take if they wished

to avoid a climb-down. They'd have to give priority to the

use of military force to re-take the islands. Diplomacy

would have to take a back seat. 'But storming the islands

to recapture them would be no easy task. Military commanders

have traditionally calculated that for an invasion of that

sort to succeed the invading forces should outnumber

defenders by three or four to one. Travelling with the task

force)or earmarked for itare estimated to be at least

5,000 British troops. But some of them haven't even left

Britain yet. On the Falklands)by contrast , there are

believed to be at least 5,000 and perhaps as many as 9,000

Argentinian defenders. Most of these are conscripts)and they

might be Little match for Britain's marines and paratroops-

Even so, Britain's troops would be vulnerable to air attack.
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Brig. KENNETH HUNT:
Writer on Military Affairs

I think we have to accept that once we get troops on shore

and they're establiShed we're liable to be attacked from the

air. Their position will be known, the attack will be rather

easier for example than attacking the fleet where it's

difficult to find the ship. The aircraft can come in low,

they come in from the west. We clearly would have to take

surface to air missile defences on board with us. Now in

addition any re-supply is also itself vulnerable. Ships,

for example, however small)could be attacked and so could

any transport aircraft which were coming in either to drop

or to land if the airstrip is made available again. Yes,

I'm afraid we would be vulnerable. Nowjthere would be some

air cover but-it might not be complete.and perManent.

BRIAN WALDEN:

Only British superiority in the air above the islands could

- balance the odds. But gaining air superiority would be a-

very difficult matter. Additional Harrier fighters are

currently being rushed to the task force, giving the task

force commander,according to publicly available information ,

perhaps 40 in total. But the Argentinian air force has more

than a hundred fighter aircraft. Some, like this Mirage

Three)are relatively up-to-date. Others are less so.

But even if allowance is made for the age of some of the

Argentinian 'planes and also the Argentinian pilots'

relative lack of skill and experience, they could defeat

our warplanes in the air by sheer weight of numbers. Sp

the only certain way to guarantee air superiority tor Britain during

mding would be to prevent the Argentinian fighters from

er taking off. Their bases on the Argentinian mainland

would have to be bombed.

Brig. KENNETH HUNT:

There are certainly military arguments for bombing the

Argentinian air basesithough obviously it would be a very

big political step and taken with some reluctance. The

argument would be that if you were suffering casualties from
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KENNETH HUNT....Cont'd:

aircraft which were coming away from unmolested bases and

you weren't able to stop those casualties,then you would

have to go to the bases from which the aircraft came. There

would be a very strong case for that.

BRIAN WALDEN:

But such a strategy would be fraught with risk. There are

only six airfields capable of handling jet fighters in

Argentina. The main ones are at Puerto -Belgrano, Comodoro

RivadavialRio Gallegos and Ushuaia. The Royal Air Force does

have the means of putting them out of action. Tin- Vulcan

bombers,which normally carry nuclear weapons,are reported-

to have been converted so that each can deliver up to twenty-

one thousand-pound high explosive bomb  ,s  . These are capable

of cratering runways and.rendering them unusable. Nonethe-

lessIthe Argentinians might quickly fill in the holes. To

keep the runways closed whilst an assault force established

itself on the Falklands might require the Vulcans to return

repeatedly. Such raids might though ensure that an invasion

of the islands took place with minimal risk of air attack.

Doubtless there'd be some bloodshed. But the invasion might

succeed. The costs, however, could be great. Some Vulcans

might be shot down with loss of British lives. As well as

that)there'd always be the danger that some of the bombs

might miss their targets and kill civilians.

MICHAEL GETHING:
Editor - 'Defence'

In executing a bombing raid on mainland Argentinian air-bases

, have to assume that there'is a possibility that the

A.,.,truding aircraft will be engaged by either ground-based

missiles or intercepter aircraft. Now while the low-level

raids are usually quite accurate,if the aircraft bombing had

to make any self-preservation moves early or late in the

bombing run,then there is a possibility that some of the

first or the Last bombs of the stick might not go exactly

where they were supposed to goland depended on the nearness

of civilian locations tc the air base these could go astray.
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BRIAN WALDEN:

The use of military force to re-take the Falklands then

could well be a bloody business. The lives of British and

Argen.tinian servicemen could well be lost in the landing and

in the bombing of the mainland. Civilian lives might also

be jeopardised. It might be expected that these costs could

be too great for the government to contemplate this option.

And it's true that the international repercussions could be

serious. Our allies might be deeply alarmed. However,

here at home there's evidence that a very different picture

of opinion might emerge. And that would be much more

important to the government. There is of course a significant

body of British public opinion that opposed the sending ot the

task force and would be bitterly hostile to the naked use

of force now.- But most people have supported the government's

policy from the start. It's possible that if additional force

were used to take the Falklands people.might decide that it

was necessary to settle the issue once and for all. But it's

also possible that they might feel that it was out of all

proportion to the problem. Hitherto many surveys of public

opinion have tended to suggest that the latter might be the

case. But since most of these surveys were carried out, the

fighting has started. To get an up-to-date picture of the

state of people's attitudes we asked the polling organisation

Opinion Research to question a sample of over a 1,000 people

throughout the country. The survey was carried out last

Friday. It revealed a remarkable shift in opinion. The

sample were asked whether recovery of the Falklands was worth

the loss of more British servicemeris lives,if that should

prove necessary. Those who said it was amounted to fifty-five

cent. Those who said it wasn't amounted to thirty-eight

_7- cent. Those who didn't know amounted to seven per cent.

So a clear majority of people appear to believe that the

recovery of the islands is worth the loss of more service-

men's lives. Previous polls have tended to show that the

majority were against the loss of any servicemeris lives.

So these answers represent a distinct hardening of attitudes.
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BRIAN WALDEN Cont'd:

The sample were also asked whether,if the Argentinian

government refused to compromise and a long-term blockade

seemed too risky, the British government should launch an

invasion of the islands. Those who said it should amounted

to seventy per cent. Those who said it shouldn't amounted

to just eighteen per cent. And those who didn't know amounted

to twelve per cent. Once again a strikingly tough attitude

on the part of the majority of the British public was revealed.

This tough attitude was shown by other.questions in the survey

as well. More than half of the sampl,e said they believed the-

casualties incurred so far in the conflict were a price worth

paying. And three-quarters said that they thought that if

Argentina refused to withdraw, Britain'should refuse to accept

a ceasefire. Overall then, the poll shows the British

public is in a remarkably hawkish mood.

JOHN HANVEY:
Chairman - 0 inion Research

The broad overall message of this poll seems to be that the

attitudes of the British public are toughening very considerably.

They are prepared)if it proves necessarysto see more loss

of lif"e amongst British servicemen_ They are reconciled to

the ideajand indeed would support itjthat if necessary the

government can 'authorise an invasion of the Falkland Islands

in order to recover them. Finally it is quite clear that they

do not want to see any weakening of resolve when it comes

to a ceasefire before any question of Argentinian withdrawal.

They do not want this to happen. So what they seem to be

telling the government is please take as tough a measures

as you think are necessary and please do not weaken in

your resolve in trying to get the Argentinians off the

Falkland Islands.
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BRIAN WATMEN:

Well, it seemsthat, for the time being at least, the message from the

3riticyhpublic is that they're prepared to back a hard line. Mrs. Thatcher and

her Ministers hav,=: always pledged in the past that they would take a

hard line if it became necessary. But just how far they're ready to

go to d this remains to be seen. John Nott, the Secretary of State

for Defence, is with us this morning to discuss the government's

intentions.

First of all Mr. Nott, as you know, .there have been a series of reports

that we have been getting all morning, and all the other news agencies,

from Buenos Aires that we have invaded the Falkland Islands. Now our

Ministry of Defence, your Ministry of Defence,has officially denied this.

Can you confirm that denial?

JOHN NOTT M.P. SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DEFENCE.

Yes we have not invaded the Falkland Islands, although we are of c urse

continuing to enforce the total exclusion zone aroundthe islands.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


Is anything going on down there that could give any sort of credance

to these Argentinian reports?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


Well we have not launched a full-scale invasion, the activity down there

is normally reported to us rather later in the day, but we are certainly

ensuring that no supplies of any kind can get into the islands, that

hz_ een successful so far, and that is our present policy-to totally

isolate the gccupying forces on the Falkland Islands.

BRIANWA= 


notice you used the word that we haven't launched a full-scale invasion.

Obviously I'm going to be very careful, almost as careful as you will be

in answering me, not to probe into operational matters. But does not


launching a full...scale invasion mean that we might have some people on

theisland whoin Iact arenot launching a full—scale invasion but are
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JOHN NOTT M.P. 


You are free to speculate as much as you wantjYr. Walden.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


And I take it that, the speculation would not be entirely frivolous

if in fact I did assume that we were taking some ereliminary steps to

prepare for a possible invasion?

JOAN NOTT M.P. 


I can't comment on that.

BRIAN WALDEN.
•••

I understand. Let's ask about this possible invasion. 1st me first of

all draw your attention to a report that appeared in the Observer

newspaper this morning, which suggested that in fact Britain had

given Argentina an ultimatum. Namely twenty four hours to get out.

if you don't get out we'll throw you out. Is that true? -Has  the British

6cvernment given such an ultimatum?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


No, we've given no such ultimatum. We did originally enforce the maritime

exclusion zone, successfully, no ships got through, we are now enforcing

a total blockade, and that so far has been successful. Two days ago)


as you know, we announced a different policy so far as the twelve mile

from the shore was concerned,and that is to protect our reinforcement

shipping and the very large number of ships which are comingprotected

of course by the Royal Navy, to join the  task force  The, we, I think

the British public understand that it is possible to move from the

Argentinian shore into a threatening position against our task force

and our reinforcement shipping in bad weather very quickly, and this

is something we must protect our fleet aczainst, and we will not Hold back

in anythinx at all in the protection of our own ships and men pursuing

their task in the South Atlantic.
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BRIAN '•I'AIDF2T: 


I want to come back to your statement that we will not hold back from

anything at all to protect tha ships -in the task force.Can I however

ask you, because you will well remember the last time yoU talked to me

and indeed things that you have said subsequently. Can I take it that

of course there is every likelihood of an invasion of the Falkland

Islands to recapture them for oursovereignty if the Argentinian

government maintains its present positior2

JOHN ACTT M.P. 


Well I see my task, and the task of the Chiefs of Staff, to provide to

the Cabinet a rangg of military options at every'stage. It is our

job to so place our fleet and their supporting troops in a position

that they are able to take a range of options. .The Oabinet,under

the Prime Minister,will then decide what we do. So that is our policy

in the Ministry of Defence, to provide a wide range of options, a wide

range of choices of a military nature, should they be required.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


So if I were the Prime Minister, and I summoned presumably first the

War Cabinet, subsecuently the full Cabinet, and talked to the Chiefs of

Staff, and decided tomorrow that further diplomatic efforts were quite

hopeless - advised by Mr. Pym perhaps that we weren't going to get

anywhere and that the Argentinians were simply doing this deliberately

to weaken the strength of ourtaskf orce--and she then turned to you and

said 'Well, I think I want to go for an invasionlYou have given her the

means to do that/have you?

JOHN Mgrm M.P. 


We are Quietly confident.that if we have no other choicelthat we will be

able at the aporopriate time to repossessthe Falkland Islands by military

means.
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BRIAN WALDEN: 


All right. • Now I must ask ycu about some of the worries that have been

expressed about that. Again, of course one doesn't want to know any

operational details, I'm talking abput the general strategy. Some

people say that we haven't got enough men there, and we never will get

enough men there to be able to overcome the Argentinian defenders.

Now do you accept that?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


Well I think you ought to look first 'at the quality of our men and their

equipment.AB I said to you when I was last on this programme, the

Royal Marines for instance are an all—volunteer body of professional

soldiers, who spend much of their time training in Arctic warfare, they

hai.e all the equipment for it. It is quite different from the troops,

the Argentiniantroops on the island, they aro not properly equipped,

they arenct used to fighting in these conditions, they are isolated

from their friends, from supply, and the morale of the troops on the

island is going to be a very different, in a very different state

from that of our own professional soldiers, who can't be having a very

pleasant t imetoseing  around in the South Atlantic, but they are warm

and they are properly equipped.D is the quality of our men and

equipment which I think will be the key issue, if the time comes.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


How do you know that the Argentinian troops thn the Falklands are not

properly equipped?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


WellIfrom every report that we receive, it is clear that the morale of

those troops, young conscriptolis already low.

BRL WP7.777:

I noticed you said, 'If the time comes'. Is that time likely to cone sooner

or later?
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JOHN NOTT M.D. 


No, I said that my task is to provide to the Prime Minister and the

Cabinet a range of optic:ns. Of course what we would 1;ke is Resolution

502 of the United Nations to be accepted by the Argentinians. I saw

the very hard-line and intransigentinterview by the Argentine Minister—

of Defence, he talked about a peaceful solution, but the United Nations

has already declaredP Tandatory resolution requiring the Argentine

occupying forces to withdraw, and that he did not refer tc.

BRLAN WALDEN:

I think I must ask you at this point- I want to ask you in a moment

about air cover fol. a possible invasion of the Falklands by our boys =7.

but I think I must ask at this point, because you've said it yourself

and I think everybody would agree with you, we'd all like to have a

negotiated settlement so that no more blood must be spilled.

But you saw what their Minister of Defence said. Ebes that mean,if that

in any sense represents the view of the Argentinian government, and it

must to a considerable ex-Lenty does that mean that diplomatically

it's now quite hopeless?

JOEN NOTT.M.P.

Well I think we have always expected that the junta might seek to play

for time.We always expected that if they could they would take this

into the United Nations with the idea of playing it along diplomatically.

And.I can say quite emphatically that given that that was a possibility

and that they were not serious about giving up their spoils,giving up

their aggression, being in possession of theislands  -they were not going

to give them up, we have always throughout this thing continued to move

forward remorselessly, so if we are forced and have no other choice

but to repossess the islands, that will be open to us. And we have not

up to now in these past few weeks taken, held back in any way at all,

in placi_ng ourselves in the position to make that ultimate choice should

it become necessary.

2 / 10
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BRIAN WALDEN: 


I wonder if I could ask you further on that point, it isn't a matter

here of-military strategy, but you are a very important member of the

- War Cabinet. The Argentinian junta doesn't appear to have moved one


inch, Is there really any substantial diplomatic hope left at all?

--

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


Yes, I believe there is.. I think that the proposals, the outline

proposals which have been put forward bY 'the Secretary-General,

do not differ in a very majcr way from the proposals put forward by

the Peruvian President and , which we accepted last week.You

mentioned them at the beginning of your programme, and no-one could

suggest that we have been intranSirgent, there- ha4e now been seven or

eight different forms of peace proposal. Wherewe have not, we have

been reasonably flexible, we have always said that a precondition

is that they obey the mandatory resolution of the United Nations and

withdraw. But once they have withdrawn we are prepared to sit down

and discuss the long-term future of the islands. But, you're  quite

right.h:verisingle attempt by us or by the Americans, and latterly

the Peruvians, to get them to withdraw has been rejected, and so we

could conceivably be faced with the military option in due course.

BRIAN WALDEN:

How long is in due course?

JOHN MIT M.P. 


We that is to some extent constrained by the problems of operating

at  4ery  long distances from the United Tingdom, and of course the

coming winter. I must say that the in-coming winter is going to cause

horrendous problems for the Argentine occupying forces on the islands,

and our troops and our men are relatively well-locked after and

Provisioned in ships. I'm not saying there is any pleasure about

being in a ship in those waters, clearly not.
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JOHN :OTT M.P.(CCN'TD)

We alse now have a reasonably sheltered anchorage, if we need it, in

South Georgia not far away, outside the range of their land-based air

cover. So we do have a range of options, and we could extend the

blockade for far longer,if we wished to, than the amount of supplies

that they have available to their forces on the island.

BRIAN WALDaT: 


That's also interesting, I  see what you mean now by a range of options

available. CO'dliiss.back to the possibility of the invasion option,
-

which the British people plainly would ncw support, and a lot of today's

newspapers are suggesting is very much on the agenda, and switching to

the Argentinian air foco, which most military  strateEists seem  to

thirkis the real problem, as you caw in our programme. One way you

could cope with that of course weuld be by bombing the Argentinian

air fields. Now there are reports in ono of todayis papers that

the Cabinet considered this but ruled it.out. Has  the Cabinet ruaed

out an attack on tne Argentinian a4rfields9

JOHN NOTT.M.P. 


Wellican I say for myself that I  do not rule.out any option, but there

are  no plans at present to attack mainland Argentina. There are no such

plans at present. What we haere been seeking to  dofrom th outset df this

affair is to move forward step by step, using no more force than is

necessary, in our tremsndous efforts to get a peaceful solution to the

problem. No, there are no plans at present to bomb the Argentdnian

mainland, but ,I'm not ruling out any option in the last resort.

BRIAN WALDEN:

Well that, raises certain problems. If  we are not  going  to  bomb the

Argentinian mainland, and one culd quite understand why we wouldn't,

because I imagine our o.,in allies wouldn't take that too well.

Nevertheless it does raise the whole problem of our air sutno.rt over

the Falklands itself, and it also raises a difficulty with ,,,p-ard to

a  statnt that you made to me earlier in this interview.
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' BRIANWALDEN:(CONT'D)

-You said we Would take all possible measures to defend our task force. Now

it may be of course that all possible measures to defend our tasK

rorce would involve bombing Argentinian air-fields. isn't that so?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


WellI think that some of the experts rather exaggerate the value,

the strength of the Argentinian air force I don't wisb tp mi„nimise

-its dangers.-rhe Argentinian forces are some of the largest and mast,

modern in South-Americaand by no means-do I wish to suggest that this wil:, .

-- not:be a.taugh fight,,if it comes to that. _Batthey:Only have five .

Super Etendards,_which were the aircraft that attacked the Sheffield,

theY have Other MirsEe aircraft, but they really are a decade behind

the Harrier, they-are ten years behind the Harrier, and beyond that

their Other aircraft4ire not particularly modern, some of them are very

old, and-the Harrier is a very effective aircraft; and now that we can

irrfiigh trefuel the Harrier wa can getdown to the South Atlantic

as many Harriers as we-lare likely-to need: So that I think we must


not exaggerate their air situation, it is certainly significant and we

must watch it, but we must not exaggerate it.

BRIAN WALDEN.: 


- Well all right,- I muSt hOwever-put this to you, because I thihk you w-uld

want me to put it to you.. Zdthe -people could Misunderstood you to have

said, as a result Pf this interview., well theIr-troops on the Falklands,

they're no good, their air force, well that's wildly out of date, that's no

good, there's hardly a problem. Now, it-isn't that simple is it Mr. Nott?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


No, no, no, I'm saying,-which is always I think what I said on this interview

three or four weeks ago, in terms of quality of.ecuipment. and certainly

quality of training and professionalism,our forces really do not compare. We

are undoubtedly superior to-them. But-in war, if that's what it has to

become, things go wrong, and the2e's not a single person in ay department,

not a single service officer, who does not understand that if we get into
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JOHN NOTT M.P. (CON'T)

a conflict of this kind some ships, some aircraft, some men, may not

be lost. That is the way that it happens, and it's deeply grievous if

it does, but in spite ofour superiority we cannot expect to emerge  from th

thing without losses, we will have losses.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


All right. Can I draw out what I think I've learned fr m what you've  had .

to tell me. Namely that the. position is that you as Defence Secretary


have on Mrs. Thatcher's desk a range of options from which she could

choose. She could take the diplomatic option, though yau're not very

hopeful about it, but if there was a chglce of a.diplomatic settlement

that culd be done, we have done nothing yet to stop it. That she could

take the invasion option;you have got in fact the capacity for that one,

she could take the prolonged blockade option if she wanted to do that.

Let me ask you this question thcugh, which the minority, and one must

admit they are a minority-, the minority of the British people  who don't

support you on this are asking all the time. Namely the question of

proportion. All right, all of these thingstinvasion, prolonged blockade,

might be able to be done, but how many'casualties are Proportionate to  the

rigitting (pi this particular wrong? r1  s there any line that you would

draw thatyou. wouldn'tgo-beyond?

JOHN NOTT M.P. 


Yes, well, this is British- territory and these are British people, and

British sovereignty is a fact,• it cannot be removed by aggression, but

if they withdraw we are prepared to.discuss the long tera future of the

islands, that is a British quention. But there is a international

Question at stake, and that is that if we the British have to be a country

which in support of democracy and freedom stands up against this kind of

abuse, then so be it, and historywill remember that it was the British

people that stood firm aainst ap:gression. And that has much wider

implications for the world than our little problem on the Falkland Islands1

and I don't doubt that some support internationallycould conceivably fall

away from us if the zoing gets rough. But historians will look back and

say. 'Well, they,the British, they stood out against aggression and there
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JOHN NOTT M.P. (CONT'D)

a,-e hundreds of border disputes all ove• •he i4Or1d. The RuStians have marched

_
into Afghanistan, and let uS remember that if we ;'alter here because

people shrink froth taking-action; then this will happen repeatedly all

around the world and the threat from ihe Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact

a llies will grow.

BRIAN WALDEN: 

_

That's a very controversial statement, of d)urse that doesn't mean that

it's right and it doesn't mean that it's-wrong, but it is very controversial
-

and I want to press ydu on it. You seem to be saying that the principles

involved here are so important that even if we-Were to lose some

international support by pursuing what you take to lpe the right course,

you walld bear that loss, and even if we did have to sustain a considerable

number of casualties, more than many people would wish, you would bear that

loss too because the issue is so crucial.- _

JOHN NOTT M.P.

Well, let me: say that.we:clearly are bending,everything to place ourselves

in a position that if,that flnal,conXliort omeswe_have theminimum.number

of casualties, and thatiswhysome-of. the intermediate steps that we are

taking are taken in the knowledge that we may be forced in a few weeks

or a few months time to take further mili;tary action:yemustn't shrink

for a day now in moving:forward, beause -if me do :that might mean more

casualties later in the process. Although I hope-that:this weekend we will

solve the thing:- But yes, there is a general principle at stake, and some

pe. e may fall away from us, but in ten years time, and in twenty years.

time the historians will look back and say, the British stood up against

aggression, they showed the way, they showed that Western democratic

principles must be supported.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


Well it will be very cheering to have the historians on our side in the

future, but I wonder if I could ask yau abcut the practical difficulties

of the present. Surely if we do go ahead in this particular way we could
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JOHN NCTT M.P. 


I think, I would-.7.'t say that. I was in with NATO last w.eek and

there was strong surport for us among the-NATO countries.

BRIAN WALDEN: 


All right, I must stop you there Mr. Nott,,thank you very much indeed

for a most revealing interview, thank you._
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